
Over the years, interior design has evolved as an amalgamation of using different

styles of furnishings and objects in a more modern way. Thames & Hudson in "Living

Modern" defines what it means to be modern: "The word 'modern' is no longer

weighted with expectations that predict, with regard to interiors, a regime of stark

white and chrome, or purely functional spaces that are conceived as 'machines for

living.' Modernism, as it was practiced in architecture and design in the 20th century,

was about newness, using the best new methods and materials to their full advan-

tage, rather than adhering to past traditions and styles. Being modern was always

about having a wide rather than narrow view.

SPOTTED!

Postmodern sofa in sumptuous velvet. This exaggerated hump-

back sofa with horn-shaped legs would create a great silhouette

against any wall. The color, lavender/purple, is very current,

often used in a palette of brown tones and silver grays. 

FOR SALE

Clockwise, left to right: 

Quintessentially modern. Set of two 1960s (Danish) chairs and sofa. Black lacquer frames.

Price includes frames, cushions, and re-upholstery labor, fabric is additional.

2 chairs and sofa: $4,750. To purchase separately: Two chairs: $2,500. Sofa: $2,500.

Faux skins are always in! Zebra pillows made to order in indoor/outdoor fabric for rain or shine. Two sizes available with your

choice of yellow or orange trim: 20" pillow $185. 24" pillow $198.

X Marks the Spot with this fabulous wall sconce. Available in antique brass or antique nickel. Pairs or singles. 

Large: 15"h x 10"w $476 each, includes paper shade. Small: 13"h x10"w $251 each, includes paper shade.

Mid-century Modern. Hydraulic stools in metallic candy blue.

Adjustable from counter height to bar height. Foot rest for comfort. Excellent condition/as new. Set of two $450.

Branch out and make a statement with a trellis-frame mirror made from blackened cut branches. 36" x 48." $425.

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make this newsletter as useful as possible for you. Feel free to

pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like me to add someone to the mailing list.

Leslie N. Hayes

LIGHTING

This chic lattice pendant light is perfect

over the kitchen counter or in an entry hall.

Or... hang a series of them in a row for 

dramatic impact. 
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ASSIGNMENTS

Besides designing rooms 

and outdoor spaces, 

clients hire me for some 

of the following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, furniture, 

accent pieces, 

light fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes, tiles, 

and materials for 

bathroom and kitchen 

renovations

· Rearranging rooms

· Space planning

· Consultations
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